Abstract. Rate coefficients for nuclear spin state-specific recombination of H + 3 ions with thermal electrons were measured using FALP and SA techniques at temperatures 77-300 K. For this purpose H 2 gas with both thermal and enriched population of the para nuclear spin configuration was used. Measurements have shown that at 77 K para-H + 3 exhibits five times higher binary recombination rate coefficient than ortho-H + 3 : (1.5 ± 0.4) × 10 −7 vs. (3 ± 2) × 10 −8 cm 3 s −1 .
Introduction
H + 3 ion is the most abundantly produced molecular ion in interstellar space [1] and as such stands at the beginnings of astrochemical chains leading to formation of other astrophysically important molecules. One of its major destruction mechanisms, recombination with electrons 
where bin−TDE (T ) is recombination rate coefficients of H + 3 ions with population of states according to thermal equilibrium at temperature T , has been studied for more than 60 years [2] [3] [4] . Recently, attention has been focused on the dependence of the recombination rate coefficient of H + 3 ions on nuclear spin states of these ions (para and ortho): 
where "p" and "o" superscripts indicate para and ortho nuclear spin configurations of H + 3 , respectively. The corresponding binary state-specific rate coefficients for pure para-H EPJ Web of Conferences for more details see Ref. [5] . The state-specific binary recombination has been studied by monitoring decay of the low temperature H + 3 dominated afterglow plasma (in He/Ar/H 2 gas mixture) [5] [6] [7] and also by several storage ring experiments, see Refs. [8] [9] [10] [11] . The advantage of the afterglow experiments is that H + 3 ions are rotationally thermalized by multiple collisions with ambient neutral gas molecules/atoms at properly chosen conditions [5, 12] . In the recent afterglow type experiments the evolution of densities of H + 3 ions in the particular spin state and the thermalisation (rotational temperature within para and ortho nuclear spin manifolds and kinetic temperature) are monitored by a laser absorption spectroscopy (SA-CRDS -Stationary Afterglow with Cavity Ring-Down absorption Spectrometer [6, 7, 13] ). One of the advantages of plasmatic environment is possibility to study ternary recombination processes assisted by neutrals, by electrons, or eventually by both of them, see Refs. [14] [15] [16] [17] and references therein. In studies of binary recombination of H + 3 ions in He/Ar/H 2 gas mixture it was observed that the decay of afterglow plasma is dependent on He number density [5, 6, [18] [19] [20] . This indicates that a ternary He-assisted recombination process contributes to the overall recombination in afterglow plasma in He/Ar/H 2 gas mixture:
where K He-TDE (T ) is the ternary recombination rate coefficients of H 
The state selective experiments by Dohnal et al. [5, 6] and Varju et al. [7] have been performed at temperatures 77-200 K using SA-CRDS apparatus. [5] . This difference decreases with increasing temperature up to 200 K, where both binary rate coefficients are comparable. After taking into the account Jahn-Teller effect [21] [22] [23] , the theoretical calculations were successful in description of the binary recombination processes (1a, 1b, 1c). Measured ternary recombination rate coefficients also showed pronounced nuclear spin specificity at temperatures 100-200 K. Theory of the aforementioned ternary processes is based on a calculation of the life time of rotationaly excited neutral p/o H 3 Rydberg molecule. This molecule is formed in collision of p/o H + 3 with electron [18] [19] [20] and theory predicts the order of magnitude of the ternary rate coefficient correctly. However, the theory is not detailed enough for closer comparison with the experimental values of state selected ternary rate coefficients and their temperature dependencies.
We will show new data in present paper and previous results obtained in SA-CRDS and Cryo-FALP II (Cryogenic Flowing Afterglow with Langmuir Probe) experiments working in conjunction with a source of para-enriched hydrogen gas (para-hydrogen generator) will be summarized. Presented data are deliberately selected from the experiments made at 77 K, where difference between recombination of para-and ortho-H + 3 is large. Figure 1 . The electron density decay curves measured by Langmuir probe [28] along the flow tube in Cryo-FALP II experiment [16] 
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Experiments
Cryo-FALP II [16] is a modification of the standard FALP technique [24] . The technical details were described elsewhere [14, 20, 25] , only very short description will be given here. A source of parastate-enriched hydrogen gas (para-hydrogen generator) was also described in our previous publication [12] . The combination of the para-hydrogen generator and Cryo-FALP II allows us to measure the recombination rate coefficients of para-and ortho-H + 3 ions with electrons at temperatures down to 40 K [15, 16] . To obtain information on para/ortho H + 3 composition in the afterglow plasma, which is important for evaluation of state specific recombination rate coefficients we measured this composition in parallel SA-CRDS experiment at temperatures 77-300 K [5] [6] [7] 12] . In the Cryo-FALP II setup the movable Langmuir probe [26] measures the electron number density along the flow tube and the time evolution of electron density in afterglow plasma (see example in Fig. 1 ) can be obtained [27] [28] [29] . A microwave discharge is ignited in helium buffer gas (with a number density [ The symbol e H 2 is used for para enhanced H 2 gas. The kinetics of formation of H + 3 dominated afterglow plasma was described in details in Refs. [27, 29] . Formed H + 3 ions are thermalized in subsequent multiple collisions with He and H 2 . The thermalisation of plasma during the afterglow was studied at similar conditions using SA-CRDS (kinetic energy and rotational temperature [5, 7, 12] ).
The para-state-enriched hydrogen gas is produced using "para-hydrogen generator" that works on principle of conversion of o H 2 to p H 2 on thermally dehydrated HFeO 2 surface cooled in cryostat to temperatures 10-18 K [30] . In this experiment normal hydrogen ( n H 2 ) is liquefied in the catalyst container and the saturated vapor of converted gas ( e H 2 ) is collected through an outlet tube. The actual value of p f 2 in e H 2 was obtained by measurement of N + + H 2 reaction rate coefficient in a low temperature ion trap [31] . The outlet tube of para-hydrogen generator is connected to the hydrogen 01002-p. 3 entry port of the Cryo-FALP II apparatus which provide a well-defined and constant flow of para-H 2 with relative population (para fraction of H 2 ) p f 2 = (0.995 ± 0.005). In both experiments the decrease of electron/ion densities during the afterglow was measured. The examples of the decay curves measured in Cryo-FALP II and SA-CRDS experiments are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , respectively. Note large difference in time scale and in electron densities in both experiments. The measured decay curves were fitted to obtain recombination rate coefficients. Using Eq. (4) Fig. 4 . The constant value of p f 3 (77 K) at broad range of n H 2 , e H 2 and He densities made it possible to use the results from SA-CRDS for analysis of data from Cryo-FALP II. The parameter which was kept the same in both experiments is the number of collisions of formed H (3, 3) , and para (1,1) states we obtained relative population (fraction p f 3 ) of para H + 3 in the afterglow plasma and also rotational temperature of H + 3 in ortho manifold (T Rot−ortho ) at particular kinetic temperature of the ions. On the basis of our present and previous measurements of T Kin and T Rot−ortho we concluded that in both afterglow experiments we can use T Rot−ortho = T Kin = T He in rather good approximation (T He is temperature of helium buffer gas). From the measured diffusion losses during the afterglow and also from study of CRR of Ar + ions we can write T e = T He for electron 01002-p.5 temperature in good approximation again [14] . If we consider also measurements of p f 3 we can conclude that in plasmas containing n H 2 ions under study are kinetically and internally thermalized. In plasmas containing e H 2 we found that T Rot−ortho = T Kin = T He but in this case the relative abundances of para-H 
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Measurements of state selected recombination rate coefficients in Cryo-FALP II experiment
By utilizing dependence of Fig. 6 we can see that eff is dependent on p f 3 and the dependence of K He on p f 3 is only very weak (nearly parallel lines). Statistical errors of measured data are within 5% but systematic error of the measurement itself is about 30%, see detailed discussion in [14] . From the parameters of the fit we obtain the corresponding binary bin ( n H 2 , 77 K) = (0. 
Results and discussion
We studied the state selective recombination of para-H + 3 and ortho-H + 3 at 77 K using two afterglow experiments: SA-CRDS and Cryo-FALP II. In both experiments we used normal hydrogen ( n H 2 ) and para-enriched hydrogen ( e H 2 ) produced by para-hydrogen generator. CRDS spectrometer was used to measure fraction p f 3 of p H + 3 in recombination dominated afterglow plasma. Cryo-FALP II was used to measure the time evolution of the electron number density during the afterglow. The obtained binary recombination rate coefficients are plotted together with our previous data in Fig. 7 . Present value of the binary rate coefficient bin−TDE (77 K) for H + 3 ions in thermal equilibrium at temperature 77 K and also binary state-specific rate coefficients p bin for pure para-H Fig. 7 ). These fits are plotted as full lines in Fig. 7 . We included also the theoretical dependencies calculated by Fonseca dos Santos et al. [21] and by Pratt and Jungen [33] in Fig. 7 . Line indicated as theory of Pratt and Jungen in Fig. 7 was calculated from the dependence of the recombination rate on energy [33] . For rate coefficients p bin , and bin−TDE is the agreement of the measured and calculated rate very good for temperatures 77-300 K. The measured o bin is substantially lower in comparison with calculated values. For this conclusion the present Cryo-FALP study with higher accuracy is substantial.
Further measurements extending temperature range are in progress. Presented values of stateselected recombination rate coefficients obtained in Cryo-FALP II experiment are in a very good agreement with previous SA-CRDS results. Nevertheless, as history of H + 3 recombination has shown, agreement with independent storage ring experiment is desirable.
